Retroperitoneal desmoid tumor with unusual appearance as a spontaneous ureteral rupture and rare association with desmoid tumor of the breast
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ABSTRACT

Introduction: Desmoid tumors of retroperitoneum and breast are rare. Their association is exceptional and their management is controversial. Spontaneous ureteral rupture as a complication and a circumstance of discovery of the retroperitoneal desmoid tumor is a rare entity and poses management difficulties. To the best of our knowledge, this case is the first to present this exceptional association, and to report the ureteral rupture as a circumstance of discovery of the retroperitoneal desmoid tumor.

Case Report: We present the first reported case, seen in a young girl without Gardner's syndrome, in which upper ureteral rupture was the primary symptom of an aggressive retroperitoneal desmoid tumor. She underwent laparotomy for septic peritonitis secondary to rupture of the right ureter, in which initially right ureterocutaneostomy was done, later right nephrectomy was made; for recurrent right ureteral rupture. Imatinib (Glivec) 200 mg was prescribed. However, due to intractable diarrhea, the target therapy was discontinued. At follow-up, left breast desmoid tumor was diagnosed by mammography, sonography and magnetic resonance imaging scan; and confirmed by sonographically guided core biopsy; and large excision was made. At the last follow-up, radiological exams did not show any significant change in size of the retroperitoneal masse or recurrent tumor in the breast or other sites.

Conclusion: Desmoid tumors can occur synchronously or metachronously in many locations, even the absence of Gardner’s syndrome. Their evolution is unpredictable and it may be complicated, in the case of retroperitoneal desmoid tumor, by spontaneous ureteral rupture that should be considered.
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INTRODUCTION

Desmoid tumors are benign myofibroblastic neoplasms originating from the muscle aponeurosis and classified as deep fibromatoses [1]. They consist 3% of all soft tissue tumors and 0.03% of all neoplasms [2].

We present a very particular case of a young female patient, without Gardner’s syndrome, presented with spontaneous rupture of the right ureter due to a retroperitoneal desmoid tumor. At follow-up a second location in the left breast was discovered to the best of our knowledge, these aspects were never reported in literature.
CASE REPORT

A 24-year-old female patient was initially admitted to the emergency department with persistent right abdominal pain 48 hours. The patient had been suffering vague upper abdominal pain and discomfort for two years with fullness of upper abdomen part for the preceding one month; and had undergone two colonoscopic examinations in those two years, which did not reveal any colorectal polyps and hence excluded familial adenomatous polyposis.

There was no history of weight loss, loss of appetite, abdominal trauma or oral contraceptive intake. No family history of similar ailment or malignancy was reported.

An abdominal computed tomography (CT) scan (Figure 1) was performed which revealed large, hypodense and heterogeneously enhancing mass (138×98×112 mm) with an exophytic component arising from retroperitoneal space, extending up to the mesenteric vessels and encased them, compressing the right kidney, and also abutting the anterior abdominal wall. Both ureters were encased in the infiltrative tumor, with extravasation of radiocontrast from the right upper ureter at the L3 to L4 transverse process level leading to a 20-cm huge retroperitoneal mass with an exophytic component arising from retroperitoneal space, extending up to the mesenteric vessels and encased by the mass.

The lesion was found to be completely adhered to many structures making total resection impossible. It had a petrous consistency when cut and partial resection of the lesion was carried out. At this site, the ureteric wall was hard, thickened, and adherent to the surrounding tissue; both ureters were encased in the infiltrative tumor and the right ureter was completely obstructed and ruptured 3 cm below the point where it crossed the common iliac artery. Right ureterocutaneostomy was performed.

After 16 days, antegrade opacification performed through the ureterocutaneostomy catheter showed no extravasation of radiocontrast from the ureter. The percutaneous retroperitoneal drain tube was removed. The next day, she was discharged without complications.

Histological and immunohistochemical findings confirmed the diagnosis of desmoid tumor. The evolution was characterized by a rapidly septic peritonitis and uroperitoneum secondary to recurrent rupture of ureterostomy one month later confirmed by the CT scan. The patient underwent laparotomy which includes a radical nephrectomy plus removal of the entire upper ureter, and the postoperative course was uneventful. Since that, a double-J catheter (6F, 24 cm) was placed in the left ureter for prevention.

After the operation, imatinib (Glivec) 200 mg was prescribed. However, due to intractable diarrhea, the target therapy was discontinued and the patient refused any other treatment.

After 10 months of follow-up, the patient presented with the chief complaint of a palpable lump in her left breast. Mammography revealed a 2-cm spiculated mass in the upper inner quadrant of the left breast. Sonography showed a suspicious hypoechoic mass with irregular margins (Figure 2A). In magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) scan, the tumor was found to be of iso-intensity in the T1-weighted phase and of homogeneously low intensity in the T2-weighted phase and slow enhancement after contrast administration, and the marginal part showed very low intensity in both phases (Figure 2B–C). Sonographically guided core biopsy was performed, and the histopathologic findings observed in this case were typical of desmoid tumor of the breast (Figure 3). The patient underwent wide excision of the lesion.

Figure 1: (A) Computed tomography scan showing the ureterocutaneostomy, the site of the rupture of the right upper ureter with pelvic urinoma, (B) Contrast-enhanced Computed tomography image of the lower abdomen showing a soft-tissue mass in the mesentery (arrow), (C) The attenuation of the mass is similar to that of the psoas muscles. Coronal reformatted image demonstrates that the mesenteric vessels are displaced and encased by the mass.

Figure 2: (A) Sonography image showing irregular, hypoechoic mass with indistinct margins. Tumor is confined to breast parenchyma and does not involve retromammary structures. (B, C) In magnetic resonance imaging scan, the central part of the tumor was found to be of iso-intensity in the T1-weighted phase and of homogeneously low intensity in the T2-weighted phase and slow enhancement after contrast administration. The marginal part showing very low intensity in both phases.
Desmoid tumors are the most common primary tumor of the mesentery [5]. Most of these tumors occur sporadically; however, patients with Gardner’s syndrome are at higher risk than others. The incidence of abdominal wall and mesenteric desmoids in patients with Gardner syndrome ranges between 4–29%, and the tumors typically occur after abdominal surgery [3]. Desmoid tumors may be also associated with trauma and estrogen therapy [5]. In the present case, symptoms were sporadic, and the patient had no previous history of any of the above conditions. In addition, family history, upper gastrointestinal endoscopy, colonoscopy, and ophthalmoscopy were normal suggesting that our patient may be negative for the Gardner syndrome.

Desmoids may occur in all age groups but they are typically seen in the third and fourth decades of life [3, 6] and have no significant racial or ethnic predilection. The difference in sex distribution is statistically insignificant, but there is a slightly higher incidence of this tumor in women than in men [5].

Symptoms of these fibromatosis depend on the site of the tumor. The signs are insidious and usually manifest when there is a large palpable tumor, or with abdominal discomfort or pain, nausea, vomiting, weight loss, and fever [4, 5, 7]. Desmoids can be locally aggressive and may invade contiguous structures. Some complications that have been reported and may lead to severe morbidity and mortality [8], include small-bowel obstruction and hydronephrosis [9], or ureteric obstruction, intestinal perforation, enterocutaneous fistula, and intestinal hemorrhage. However, we have not seen any previous case of spontaneous ureteral rupture in the literature, such as seen in the patient presented in this report, leading to septic peritonitis and uroperitoneum and aggressive surgical operations for management and a loss of the right kidney.

On gross histopathologic examination, desmoid tumors are usually circumscribed lesions, but they may have irregular or infiltrating borders. On the cut surface, they are white and coarsely trabeculated, resembling scar tissue. Desmoids are usually larger than 5 cm when they are discovered, and they may be larger than 15 cm. In 10–15% of cases, desmoids are multiple [10].

Histologically, desmoid tumors are lesions composed of bland spindled or stellate fibroblastic cells embedded in a collagenous stroma, without evidence of muscular or neural differentiation and with little or no inflammatory component. The tumor may infiltrate adjacent viscera and tissues at the periphery [5].

The imaging appearance of these tumors is variable and depends on fibroblastic proliferation, fibrosis, collagen content, and vascularity. On sonography, desmoid tumors have variable echogenicity, appearing as masses of low, medium, or high echogenicity with smooth, defined margins [6]. On CT scan, most desmoid tumors appear as well-circumscribed homogeneous masses that may be isodense or hyperdense relative to muscle. Some cases of heterogeneous masses with infiltrative outer margins are seen. Desmoid tumors may enhance after injection of IV contrast material [3], localizes the tumor and excludes metastasis. Malignant rhabdoid tumors (MRT) reveals the tumor’s hypointensity on T1 and demonstrates variable signal intensity on T2 weighted imaging, depending on the accumulation of mucoid structures [6]. Therefore, a differentiation from other solid tumors is impossible using morphological criteria [6].
A multidisciplinary approach including surgery, chemotherapy, and radiation therapy is required for treatment. Complete resection is the therapy of choice for this type of tumors, but these tumors are often unresectable because of their aggressive and local infiltration, compression of surrounding structures and massive involvement of adjacent vital structures and sometimes a complete resection is only possible through organ transplant.

The high recurrence rate even after complete surgical resection favors the use of nonsurgical therapy, such as nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drugs and antiestrogens [3]. In our case due to extensive fibromatoses of the retroperitoneal space and the mesentery, excision was impossible, but wide excision of the breast lesion with clear margins was made without recurrence.

Distant metastases have not been reported [5], but in our present case, the second location in the breast seen 10 months after the diagnosis of the intraabdominal desmoid tumor. But with the same Histological and immunohistochemical features can be a simple concomittent location not be diagnosed at the same time of the other lesions; or sporadic location appeared after the other locations.

**CONCLUSION**

Spontaneous ureteral rupture as a complication and a circumstance of discovery of the retroperitoneal desmoid tumor is a rare condition. Its diagnosis is difficult and should be considered when presented with symptoms of acute abdominal pain or renal colic. Computed tomography scan remains quite valuable to confirm the diagnosis whereas the treatment is difficult. Desmoid tumors are benign neoplasms but are often unresectable because of their aggressive and local infiltration, compression of surrounding structures and massive involvement of adjacent vital structures; especially in the retroperitoneal space, as seen in our case. To the best of our knowledge, no cases of retroperitoneal and breast desmoid tumor association have previously been reported. Our purpose is to increase awareness of this condition so that clinicians will consider diagnosing it. This will facilitate prompt diagnosis and treatment.
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